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The Growing Surprise

One sunny day, 
when Sara was 

walking home from 
school, she saw a 
little seedling growing 
right in the middle of 
the path. The small 
plant was as long as 
Sara’s thumb and had 
one little leaf on each 
side of the stem.

“What a strong lit-
tle plant you are to be 
growing in such hard 
soil,” thought Sara. 
“How did your seed 
get planted here? I 
wonder if I can dig you up and take you home?”

Sara looked around and saw an old plastic bag beside 
the path. Near the bag was a broken branch from a tree.

“I know,” said Sara to herself, “I will use the branch 
to dig up the seedling, and then I will carry the seedling 
home in the bag.”
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So she began to dig gently and deeply around the 
base of the stem to reveal the tender roots. She was 
careful to protect the roots from damage. It was hard 
work because the path had the use of many people, and 
many walking feet packed the earth into a hardened 
walkway.

Finally, the little plant was loosened from its unsafe 
bed and placed in the plastic bag. Sara scooped a handful 
of water from a nearby puddle and sprinkled it on the 
roots to keep them from drying out. She knew that if a 
plant dried out it might not survive.

Then, she gently wrapped the plastic around the 
sprout and carried it home. 
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When Sara arrived home she knew she had to quickly 
ÅVL�I�OWWL�XTIKM�\W�XTIV\�PMZ�TQ\\TM�[MMLTQVO�[W�Q\�KW]TL�
continue to grow as God intended.

But what kind of plant was this little sprout to be-
KWUM'�?W]TL�Q\�JM�I�ÆW_MZ�TQSM�I�TW^MTa�4IV\IVI��WZ�I�
tree to grow an orange or a banana?

Would it grow mangoes, guava or pawpaw fruit? Or 
perhaps a Jacaranda would grow from this shoot. 
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“There are so many other kinds of plants too,” 
thought Sara. “I may be growing a vegetable like I see 
at the green grocer. Perhaps a cabbage, or carrots, or 
beans, or potatoes. What about pumpkins, maize, or to-
matoes? Perhaps it will be an uninvited plant that grows 
from a seed called a weed.”

Sara decided that because her little seedling was a 
mystery, she must be growing 
a surprise!

So Sara found a place in 
soft rich soil in a sunny spot 
near her home and dug a hole. 
Then she gently placed her 
plant surprise in the hole so 
the roots were covered with 
soil and the stem and buds 
peeked out of the top.
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Next, she poured water and soaked the earth around 
the seedling. Finally, Sara put up a sign that read, “Be 
careful where you step. Sara is growing a surprise!”
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Then one day Sara made an exciting discovery. Un-
LMZ�I�JQO�TMIN�I�OWTLMV�aMTTW_�ÆW_MZ�_I[�OZW_QVO�NZWU�I�
little green bud.

¹7P	�5a�[]ZXZQ[M�U][\�JM�I�TW^MTa�ÆW_MZ�¹�;IZI�\WTL�
her mother.

But a few days later Sara saw that the little green 
J]L�_I[�OZW_QVO�JQOOMZ�TQSM�I�JITT�IVL�\PM�ÆW_MZ�
LZWXXML�WЄ�

¹5IaJM�Ua�[]ZXZQ[M�Q[�VW\�I�ÆW_MZ�J]\�I�OZMMV�NZ]Q\�º�
Sara told her father.



The little green ball grew bigger and bigger on the vine 
and it began to tell its secret. It turned green with white 
spots.

Finally Sara knew what kind of plant it was that she 
had saved from the walking feet and the hard dirt of the 
pathway. The plant thanked her for the good soil, the wa-
ter, weeding, and sunshine with a wonderful surprise.

 And now Sara knew what the surprise was. She 
took her pen and changed her sign. This is what the sign 
read: “Be careful where you step.

Sara is growing
a pumpkin!”
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New Words:

banana    potato / potatoes
beans     pumpkin
bud     roots
cabbage     seed
carrots    seedling
guava     shoot
4IV\IVI� � � � [WQT
leaf / leaves    stem
maize     sprout
mango / mangoes    tomato / tomatoes
orange    weed
plant     vine

Think about this:
1. How do you think the pumpkin seed got to the path?
2. What might Sara do with the seeds that grow inside the 
pumpkin?
3. Shoot, seedling, and sprout are the same word for _______. 
(the new growth from a germinating seed)

,QL�aW]�SVW_�\PI\�84)6<;�IZM�VW\�\PM�WVTa�\PQVO[�\PI\�OZW_'�
Jesus wants you to grow as well! He wants you to grow to be 
like Him. How? 
Read the Bible. You need spiritual food from God’s Word. You 
can’t grow without feeding on the Bible. “‘People do not live by 
bread alone, but by every word that comes from the mouth of 
God.” Matthew 4:4
Obey the Bible. Jesus said, “If you love Me, show it by doing 
what I’ve told you. (John 14:15)
4W^M�W\PMZ[��¹4W^M�MIKP�W\PMZ��2][\�I[�1�PI^M�TW^ML�aW]��aW]�
should love each other.” John 13:34
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